On sparse images, contiguous runs of identical symbols often occur in the same coding context. This paper proposes a model for efficiently encoding such runs in a twodimensional setting. Because it is model based, the method can be used with any coding scheme. An experimental coder using the model compresses the CCITT fax documents 2% better than JBIG and is more than three times as fast. A low complexity application of the model is shown to dramatically improve the compression performance of JPEG-LS on structured material.
Introduction
Scanned facsimile documents typically contain far more white pixels than black. Synthetic material such as charts, graphs, maps, figures, and clip-art tend to contain relatively large contiguous areas of uniform color. The more significant bitplanes of a wavelet decomposition may contain relatively more zeros than ones. All are examples of the class of sparse images.
An image need not be dominantly one color to be considered sparse. In this paper sparse simply means that pixel color changes occur significantly more infrequently than do pixels. An image does not need to be uniformly sparse to be considered sparse. For example, composite material may contain sparse and non-sparse regions. A related property that many sparse images exhibit is that of raster structure. A structured image contains features of significant extent whose boundaries can be tracked from scanline to scanline using a compact neighborhood template. For example, images (a) and (b) from Figure 1 both exhibit raster structure. A conditioning context of say the four nearest causal neighbors places all color changes in a non-uniform context. While sparse, image 1(c) may or may not be structured. If each "star" in the field exhibited significant extent, it would be considered structured, However, if each "star" contained only a single pixel, this image would be unstructured. While the methods of this paper are applicable to all sparse images, they are most effective on sparse images that exhibit some raster structure.
When coding sparse images, the key problem is to code the space between features as quickly as possible while compressing both features and non-features alike as compactly c b a Figure 1 Toy Sparse Images as possible. The first contribution of this paper is a model for switching back and forth between two-dimensional coding for features and one-dimensional coding for nonfeatures. This model naturally leads to an adaptive run length code that is inherently embedded in a two-dimensional setting. Because of this embedding, arithmetic coding and context models can be applied to each run-length code bit to further reduce the descriptive length of non-features.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, the applicable prior art is examined. Next the skip-innovation model is introduced. Skip-innovation codes for use with this model are then presented. A context model for compressing such codes is then described. Experimental results are given followed by conclusions.
Review of Sparse Image Coding Techniques
One dimensional run-length coding was first applied to sparse-images in 1959 [1] . Two-dimensional extensions to this basic technique led to the CCITT Group 4 Fax standard [2] . These early constructions were not adaptive and were tuned for images of a specific size.
A major advance came with the application of multiple context adaptive arithmetic coding to compression of black and white images [3] . Very early, it was recognized that more attention should be paid to accelerating the coding path of the most probable symbol (mps) even at the expense of the least probably symbol (lps). The most important developments along this line have been the skew-coder [3] , the Q-coder [4] , and most recently the Z-coder [5] . However, even with fastest possible mps path, arithmetic coding remains an inherently serial task. This is especially an issue for software implementations.
Accordingly, significant attention has been focused on so called "low complexity" approaches. One of the tenants of the low complexity approach has been the use of Golomb codes [6] to represent contiguous runs in the same context. This basic idea has been refined by techniques for adaptively changing the Golomb parameter, m, within a single run. The block-MELCODE of the proposed JPEG-LS standard [7] is the best known example of this technique.
As long as the average run length within the same context is long enough, the compression efficiency of Golomb codes and arithmetic codes is indistinguishable. However, once a Golomb run mode has been entered, it is difficult to take advantage of any changes in the coding context during a run. Runs are continued until the next lps occurrence which typically occurs in a different coding context. This results in context mixing and loss of compression efficiency.
Because adaptive Golomb codes cannot match the compression performance of arithmetic codes, recent work has focused on an accelerated arithmetic coding mode for contiguous symbol runs in the same context. This technique was first proposed in the context of the QM coder [8] . More recently a similar technique for accelerating the skewcoder has been suggested [9] .
The basic idea is to scan ahead to obtain the length of contiguous runs of uniform context. Groups of mps's are then coded within the extended uniform context. The length of each group is the number of occurrences necessary to force an mps renormalization or the residual if it is less than that necessary to force the next renormalization. Obtaining the length of each group, especially the initial and residual groups, requires a division in the Q-coder. In the skew-coder this can be done with shifting and masking.
The Skip-Innovation Model
The first model for accelerated coding of sparse images was proposed in the context of palette images [10] . There it was recognized that whereas acquisition of image features largely takes place in uniform contexts, coding of previously acquired features largely takes place in non-uniform contexts.
To take advantage of this characteristic, a new decision is introduced into the coding model. When a uniform context is encountered, its length is determined and a decision is coded as to whether or not it can be skipped entirely. Runs that cannot be skipped are coded in the normal unary fashion. For example the two black features on Figure 2 are separated by a run of seven uniformly white coding contexts. Using the skip model this run is coded as a single affirmative skip decision. Skip failures are the result of new features needing introduction to the model. The position of these new features, or innovations, is the information that must be conveyed by the coder. The example of Figure 3 shows an innovative central feature located four pixels into a contiguous context of length seven. This paper advances on the skip plus unary model by proposing binary coding for innovations. The combined codes, called skip innovation codes, are described next.
Skip-Innovation Codes
Skip innovation codes are related to Golomb codes. The skip decision, S, can be viewed as the magnitude or unary portion of the code, the innovation, I, as the binary portion. The length of the unary portion of the code is always one. The basic length of the binary portion is the ceiling of the base two logarithm of S. As with Golomb Codes, the basic length of I can be significantly reduced if S is not a power of two. The procedure used for constructing skip-innovation codes is as follows:
• Count the number, S, of uniform contexts that occur before the next occurrence of a non-uniform context.
• Counting no more than S, count the number of pixels, I, to be coded whose value is identical to that populating the coding context.
= , encode a one, otherwise encode a zero and:
, the number of binary digits required for a maximal I.
• Form a D digit binary representation of I.
• For each digit of the binary representation of I starting from the most significant: Figure 2 Skip
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• Determine the minimum value T that would be encoded if that digit took on a value of one and previous digits took on their previously encoded values.
The codes generated by the aforementioned procedure for values of S and I up to seven are shown in Table 1 .
For m not equal to a power of two, Golomb assigned the shorter binary sequences to shorter run lengths. Perhaps somewhat counterintuitively, the shorter skip-interval codes are assigned to longer runs. The first reason for this is obvious. The most frequent value for I is S, representing the lack of innovation. The second reason is more subtle.
Certain irregular or low slope features may be untrackable by a reasonably sized context model. The smaller the context model, the more likely a feature is to fall into this category of pseudo-innovations. For example, on Figure  4 the pixel labeled with a arrow is a pseudoinnovation. It is connected to a larger feature already known by the model but the model is too small to make a local determination. In this case, S is six and I is five resulting in the SI code of 011, one bit shorter than the basic code length of D + 1.
Note that the SI code generation mechanism is extremely simple and efficient. In fact, it was originally chosen just for these properties. Only after several failed attempts at improvement was it recognized that skewing the code distribution towards S was a natural way to take advantage of the increased likelihood of pseudo-innovations appearing near S.
Context Models
Since skip-interval codes are part the image model, adaptive airthmetic coding can be used to further match them to the source material. A convenient context for coding S is D, previously calculated to determine the maximum possible number of binary code digits. 
Figure 4 Pseudo-Innovation
To the extent that skips of various sizes are not uniformly distributed, using D as a context model for S can reduce the overall code string length.
Often, multiple innovations are located in a failed skip. Due to the structure of the SI codes, I will contain multiple leading zeros when the distance between innovations is substantially less than the skip length. The following context model can be used to capture this structure:
• Allocate one context for each bit of the maximum possible skip length.
• Designate one additional context the lumped context.
• Initialize a variable, ONE_SEEN to zero.
• From the most significant bit position of I to the lowest:
• Code the bit under its positional context if ONE_SEEN is zero and under the lumped context otherwise.
• If the coded bit is a one, set ONE_SEEN to one.
On black and white documents, the average black run often differs substantially from the average white run. Therefore it is useful to double number of contexts used for coding the SI bits.
Mixing SI Codes and Unary Codes
SI codes are designed for use as an alphabet extension mechanism in line oriented image codes. Such extensions allow a coder to switch between normal pixel at a time, or unary, coding and run length coding. The SI mechanism differs from conventional onedimension run length coding in that it is inherently embedded in a two-dimensional coding process. SI never codes information in more than one context and therefore does not lose any of the benefit of any two-dimensional model that may be in use.
The two-dimensional nature of SI creates one subtlety that may not be immediately apparent. A typical one-dimensional run length code, in addition to encoding a run of identical pixels, also imparts some information about the pixel immediately following a coded run. The additional information imparted is that the following pixel is different from the coded run of pixels. On a black/white image this additional information is enough to completely determine the following pixel's value.
The SI mechanism is slightly different in that it only imparts information about the following pixel when a skip failure has occurred. The pixel immediately after a successful skip may or may not be of the same color as the just skipped run. The follow procedure shows how a decoder intermixes SI and unary codes on a single scanline of a black/white image:
• For each pixel location on the scanline
• If the current pixel's coding context is non-uniform • Decode the pixel in the conventional unary fashion.
• Advance the current pixel pointer one location.
• Otherwise
• Decode a skip-innovation code • If I S = , skip forward S pixel locations filling skipped pixels with the current color.
• Otherwise:
• Skip forward I locations filling skipped pixels with the current color.
• Fill the current pixel using the information that it is different from the current color and advance the current pixel pointer one column.
Experiments

Behavior of Skip-Innovation Codes on Highly Structured Material
A set of four synthetic CCITT-sized black and white images was devised to evaluate the performance of skip innovation coding on large, smooth features. The first of these images is uniformly white, the second is composed of several randomly oriented lines, the third, randomly oriented edges and the fourth, ellipsoidal edges.
Two versions of the depth one Piecewise-Constant codec [10] were then modified to use skip-innovation codes. The first of these uses a ten pel neighborhood context with arithmetic coding and is designed to closely match the default behavior of the JBIG codec. The second uses a four pel template without arithmetic coding and is designed to match the complexity of the JPEG-LS codec. In the following discussion they are designated SI and SI-jls respectively.
In Table 2 , SI and SI-jls are compared against JBIG, JBIG without typical prediction (designated QM) and JPEG-LS. Each table column contains compressed file sizes (bytes) with compression times comprising the final row. The results show that SI is a much more robust acceleration mechanism than JBIG typical prediction. Typical prediction works well on the uniformly white image where all scanlines are identical but fails completely on the randomly oriented features.
Perhaps somewhat surprising is that SI compresses ~20% better than JBIG. This is fairly impressive since all the savings must come from the two uniform contexts. JBIG places ~2,400 bytes in the uniform contexts, so SI compresses them ~38% better.
The adaptive golomb code used by JPEG-LS is not competitive on these structured images. The SI-jls results show what could be expected if skip interval codes were used as the alphabet extension mechanism JPEG-LS * .
Adversarial Behavior of SI codes
Innovation with no extent is the adversary to the skip-innovation model. So for the next experiment, CCITT-sized "star fields" of varying density were synthesized using a * To exactly match the SI-jls results, JPEG-LS would also have to to use slightly modified predictive codes that take advantage of the limited number of colors in the image. However, in this experiment the number of redundant predictive bits emitted by JPEG-LS is not very significant. The surprising result, at least to the author, is that the compression performance of SI is virtually indistinguishable from the QM coder. This indicates that SI can be used as a general purpose acceleration model. And since it is model based, SI can be used with any arithmetic coder. The down side is that the use of SI changes the coded bitstream, so unlike coder specific speedup mechanisms its use is not optional.
The compression performance of the non-arithmetic coding SI variant is approximately 20% worse than JPEG-LS. The difference is due to the inherent two dimensional nature of the SI mechanism. A one-dimensional model is actually better matched to this type of image. Once in run mode, JPEG-LS pays no attention to the surrounding context so its average run length can be longer. SI-jls makes more unary decisions which without arithmetic coding provide no compression. Fortunately, images composed of isolated single pixel features are relatively rare in practice. Table 4 shows compression results for the CCITT Fax documents. Remarkably, SI compression is almost 2% better than JBIG. This despite the fact that the JBIG probability estimator is tuned for these images and despite the fact that only about 20% of the information in these images lies in uniform contexts. The speed up achieved by SI over JBIG (with typical prediction) is ~3:1. To the author's knowledge this is the first published experimental data for any sparse image arithmetic coding acceleration mechanism. However, coder specific acceleration methods should be capable of similar results.
CCITT Fax Documents
Some of the SI-jls improvement over JPEG-LS can be attributed to redundant JPEG-LS predictive bits. However, the SI-jls results do show that relatively simple changes would more closely match JPEG-LS to structured images. While not as good as Group 4 fax, the compression achieved by SI-jls is significantly better than that achievable by one dimensional methods. 
PWC Palette Image Corpus
High Speed Compression/Decompression of Vector-based Material
Because the skip-innovation coding model is symmetric it lends itself to compression of dynamically created content of the type commonly used on the Internet. Such content is often synthetic or composite and as such is often both sparse and highly structured. Examples of such material include charts, figures, maps, clip art, page backgrounds, and user-interface elements.
In Table 6 an example from each of these classes was compressed using PWC-SI and PNG, its closest competitor in terms of compression rate and efficiency. PWC-SI's compression rate is about two and a half times better than that of PNG. Remarkably, PWC-SI matches PNG's extremely fast decode speed on encode as well.
Comparison of SI and JBIG2
Finally, it is interesting to compare SI with the emerging JBIG2 [12] standard. As the first row of Table 7 shows, the symbol coding techniques used in JBIG2 perform quite well on textual material such as that in the CCITT Fax images. The first column of the table shows JBIG2's lossless compression of all eight images. With the addition of loss in column two, symbol coding becomes even more successful resulting in significantly better compression. Column three of the table restates SI's compression and column four shows SI's compression of JBIG2's lossy image. The second row of the table shows encode/decode times. This particular JBIG2 implementation[13] is very slow compared with SI. It is possible that SI or a similar mechanism could be used to significantly accelerate JBIG2, especially on decode.
Experimental Notes
The arithmetic coder used in the experiments is the carry-free binary arithmetic coder written by Don Speck [14] . The coder's performance has been enhanced by replacing the multiply/divide operation with a table lookup and multiply. At 50% probability the tablelookup carry free coder is approximately 10% slower than the QM coder.
All compression times were obtained using a 200 MHz Intel Processor running Microsoft Windows 98 Second Edition. The color feedback PWC coder used in the experiments is available at http://www.caravian.com. PWC compression times were obtained using the "-flip" option of the coder. Older versions of the PWC coder are obtainable via email request from the author.
JBIG results were obtained using the JBIGKIT [15] . JPEG-LS results were obtained using the HP Labs LOCO-I implementation [16] . LOCO times were as reported by the program. PWC and JBIG results are time elapsed. PNG compression times were simulated using efficient command line versions of Zip [17] and Unzip [18] . 
Conclusion
The skip-innovation model has been shown to be remarkably effective for accelerating arithmetic coding of sparse images. The model is robust against adversarial images and on images exhibiting two-dimensional structure it can significantly improve compression. On the CCITT fax documents, SI provides a 2% compression improvement and 3x speedup when measured against JBIG1.
Skip-innovation codes were developed and shown to be a two dimensional variant of adaptive Golomb codes. A variable parameter, S, plays a similar role to the Golomb parameter m. In contrast to m, S is instantaneously and inherently adapted to any two dimensional structure exhibited by the source. A low complexity method of using SI codes to match JPEG-LS to structured material was demonstrated. While the compression performance does not rival arithmetic alternatives, the results suggest the application domain of JPEG-LS might be expanded by using SI as an alphabet extension mechanism.
